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ABSTRACf: The advantages and disadvantages off'lnite element and bolllldary element methods and geometrical acoustics methods are 

discussed AppIicationsofthesemethodstosoivrngarangeofvibro_Rcousticsproblemsandarchitecturalacon.ticproblemsareillustrated 

with practical examples including structural rndiation, noise barriers and acoustic quality of rooms. ln all these examples, comparisons 

ofpredictiOllll are made with measurements to illustrate the accuracies, iimitations and u""fuIncss of these numericai methods 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In acoustics, the propagation of sound is governed by the 
Helmholtz equation, first given by Euler in 1759 and then by 
Helmholtz in 1860. However, it was difficult to obtain 
analytical solutions with complex geometries andlor complex 
boundary conditions. With the advent of powerful desktop 
compulers/workstations, numerical techniques based on 
geometrical acoustics (ptimarily ray tmcing and mirror~image 
source methods for high frequencies) have been applied to 
problems in room acoustics and environmental acoustics. 
While commercial finite element software has been available 
for over three decades for engineering applications such as 
stress analysis, it is only recently that commercial software 
utilising advanced numerical techniques such as ["mite 
element and boundary clement methods (primarily more 
suitabie for iow frequencies) has been made avaiiable. It has 
often been claimed thai the most effective noise control 
method is the control of the source through engineering means 
but this is often very difficult to achieve unless prior 
considerations have been given to the design of a product 
With the use of computational methods for acoustics, it is now 
possible to incorporate 'numerical' acoustic analysis in the 
design process so that noise radiation can be analysed even 
before prototypes are built and innovative engineering 
teclmiques in reducing noise radiation may be examined. 
However, there is generally a lack ofvcrifieation of computer 
models against measurements except for simple geometries 
[I]. The objectives ofthis paper are to describe our experience 
in the use of boundary element and geometrical aooustics 
methods for applications in acoustics. Comparisons between 
predictions and measurements are made 

2. GOVERNING EQUATION AND 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The propagation of sound waves in II medium is governed by 
the familiar wave equation: 
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(I) 

where e is the speed of propagation of sound waves; p is 
pressure; t is time; and V' is the Laplace operator. 

By assuming a steady state hannonic motion of the furm 
p(x,y,z,t)=p(x,y,z}i", 0 is the imaginary nwnber v-i), 
equation (1) can be reduced to the Helmholtz equation: 

(2) 

where k is the wavenumber = wle and 00 is the circular 
frcquency in radians/sec. 

Equation (2) can be solved by imposing appropriate 
boundary conditions on boundary surfaces which involve 
prescribing usually (a) the surface pressure (P,); (b) the normal 
surface vclocity(v.); or (c) the norma! surface admittance(A) 
or impedance as follows: 

';;=-jpmAP (3) 

where n is the coordinate nonna! to the surface. 
Furthermore, for external radiation problems, the acow;tic 

field vanishes at points farther than e(f-I.) because a wave 
disturbance initiated at time (tJ would not have reached thaI 
distance in the time (t) of interest. This condition is known as 
the Sommerfeld radiation condition [2] and may be expressed 
in spherical coordinatcs as 

(4) 

where r is the distance from the swface of source excitation 
and« is 112 for 2-D problems and I for 3-D problems. 

The boundary-value probiem as described by equations 
(2)-(4) is difficult to solve analytically except for very simple 
geometries and boundary conditions. Approximate analytical 
solutions can be obtained for high and low frequencies using 
perturbation methods [3]. Consequently, numerical methods 
have to be sought for general probietrul. 
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3. NUMERICAL J\IETHODS 
3.1 Huite elemeotllloundary element Methods 

A good description of the implementation of finitc element 
and boundary element methods (FEMIAEM) to solve the 
acoustic wavc cquation is givcn in (4, 5J. The basic 
differen","s between FEM and REM are that in FEM, the 
whole solution domain has to be discretised while in BEM, 
only the boundary surfa~e of the model has to be discretised 
as shown in Figure I. Although rEM performs quite wcll for 
interior radiation problem" it is not so suitable for solving 
exterior radiation problems which would require an 'infinite' 
expansion of the fin ite element mesh. Nevertheless, 'infinite' 
elements and ' waw envelope' elements are being devdopcd 
to solve CJ\terior radiation problems [6]. Users of REM must 
he aware that for exterior radiation problems, the solution 
obtained may not be unique at frequencies that correspond to 
the interior cavity resonant frequencies but this can be 
overcome by using special procedures as described in [5) 

@ 
"-0 

Figure l Di>er.tisotionofth.solutiondomain. 
(a) Finite elemcnt (b)8oundaryelemcnt 

3.2 Methods based on Geometrical a~oustics 

Solving equations (1).(4) at high frequencies using 
FEMIBEM for large spaces would require an enonnous 
amount of computer memory and disk capacity and can be 
prohibitively time consuming. At high frequencies. where the 
dimensions of the room are large compared with the 
wavelength, s.ound can be considered to behave as rays and the 
principles of specular reflection (ie the angle of incidence 
equals the angle of reflection) can be applied. There are now 
numerous commcrcially available software programs tOr 
doing such calculations. The algorithms used for such 
computer models arc notmally based on either the mirror 
image sOllrce method, the ray tracing method or the beam 
method [7]. Ol1l1parisons between results obtained hy 14 
diffcrent programs and measurements indicale that there are 
large differences between predictions by '>".;Irious algorithms 
[Il ]. Areas identified for further improvement include diffuse 
refle<;tions. 
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4. EXA.t\1PLES 
All calculations reported here '""ere made on a SUN SPARC20 
workstation. Calculations using BHM were made using 
SYSNOTSE version 5.3A while those using geometrical 
acoustics were made using RAYNOrSE version 2.1 

4.1 REM 

Radiation/rom an e!eerric molOr 

It has been shOl'.ll that the sound power level radiated from 
simple structures such as plates [6,9] and circular cylindrical 
shells [10] can be predicted with reasonable accuracy using 
HEM. In this example. the sound radiation efficiency ura 2.2 
kW induction motor subjected to random mcchanical 
e~citation applied to a point on the casing has been 
dctennined experimentally and using BEM 

In the experiment, the sound power spoctnun due to the 
mechanical excitation w;c; measured i:r1 an ancchoic room 
using a two-microphonc sound intensity probe while the 
vibration spectra at DO poinTS distributed over the motor 
casing and the base plate were mcasured using an 
accelerometer. The sound radiation efficiency was then 
determined from these measuremcnts. 

In the numerical calculations. the motor structure was 
modelled using two concenlrie cylindrical shell s, nne for the 
casing and the other for thc stator. As shown in Figure 2, the 
motor casing was modelled using 1128 quadrilateral shell 
elcmenL~ and the stator wa~ modelled u~i ng 720 solid 
elements. In this structurnl model of 3423 clements analysed 
using a rommercial finite elemcot code ANSYS vcraion 5.4, 
the fOwrhas not becn includedbecau<>c its contribution to the 
noise radiation is only significant for Irequcncics below 500 
Hz [11]. Variow; factors affecting the accuracy of modelling 
a motor structure using finite elements have ~n di>cussed by 
Wang and Lai [llJ. By using the results of the vibration 
response of the structural model as an inpUT 10 the acoustic 
boundary el~ment model , the sound radiation ~ ffici ency from 
!homotor calculated. 

Figure2 Pen;pcctive vicw of the .tructural modd of an 
clcctricmDtor (withcn<lshieldsrcm<wcd). 

As shown in Figure 3, there is reasonable agreement 
between the calculated and measured sound radiation 
efficiencies. Thc di screpancies at low frequencies ~an be 
attributed to the omission of the rotor in thc model 
Nevertheless, this example shows that such a model can be 
used to examine the clTe~l~ of geomdrical panuneters such as 
thickness, stiffness, ribs, ete. on the sound radiation from a 
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Figure3 Soondradiatio" efficiency ofa 2.2 kW induction 
mmoc 

NQisebam'ers 

While it is rather routine to predict analytically or empirically 
the insertion loss of simple barriers such as shown in Figure 
4(a), such prediction for innovative design is by no means 
trivial. Thc noise reducer (as shown in Figure 4{b» is a 
cylindrical absorptive structure generally fitted to the topofa 
flat barrier. According to its manufacturer, Nitto Bosek, Co., 
Ltd. in Japan, the noise reducer increases the effcctive height 
of the barrier by at least double the diameter of the noise 
reducer. It presents, therefore, a good opportunity to nse the 
BEM calculations to assess the manufacturer's claim. 

In this example, the ground is reflective, the source is a 
cylindrical linc sonrce located at 15 m from the barrierand the 
receiver is located at various distances (15 m, 25 ill and 50 m) 
from the barrier. In order to eliminate interference effects due 
to ground reflections, calcu1atioll8 were madc fur both the 
source and the receiver at ground level. 

Figure4 Sdwmatieofbarrierconfigurations 
(alFlatbanier (b) Banier firtedwithNoise Rooucer 

Manufacrurer'sapproximation 
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(alNoisereduc<:r (b) Noise reducer and a flat barrier 

Figure 5(a) shows that there arc discrepancies between the 
BEM predicted insertion loss and the manufacturer's 
simplified approximation perhaps dne to the assumed flow 
resistivity of the absorption material used in the noise redUC<lr 
and the simplified cylindrical geometry used for modelling 
the noise reducer. Nevertheless, the predicted insertion loss is 
quite acceptable. More importantly, it allows the assessment 
of the effectiveuess of a noisc reducer fitted to a flat barrier 
with a total height of 1.5 m compared with that ofa 2m high 
reflective flat barrier. Figure S{b) shows that at frequencies 
above 800 Hz, the noise redlleer has increased significantly 
thc effective height of the barrier. The effectiveness of the 
noise reducer at 2000 Hz is illustrated by the sound pressure 
fields shown in Figure 6. 

4.2 Geometrlca1 Acoustics 

Figure 7 shows a room with a volume of approx 3,700 m' 
modelled using geometrical acoustics. Measurements were 
made in octave frequency bands using a white noise sound 
source. The agreement between the predicted and measured 
early decay time (EDn is generally within 0.2 sec over the 
important speech frequency range (Figure 8(a» for two 
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Figure 7 Roommodcl 

different positions in the room. One indica lor of speech clarity 
is 'Definition' . D50. which is the ratio of the sound energy 
received in Ihc first 50 ms to the lotal soond energy. A value 
for f)50 of about 65% is equivalent to almost 95% speech 
intcl!igibilily. Comparisons between lhe predicted and 
measured 050 in Figure 8(b) show agreement, generally to 
within 10-20%. It is important 10 point out that in Ihis type of 
modelling. the souree has to be modelled as accurately as 
possihle. As seen in Figure 9. an omnidirectional source 
yields substantially different results from those ofa directional 
source lIScd in the eXP<'rimenl~. It can be seen from Figure 
100a) that the predicted D50 at I kHz in the seating areas range 
from as low as 35% to around 60°;" Numerical modelling 
allows the effects of any proposed changes on the acoustics 
quality to be assessed. Figure 10(b) ~hows that by 
implcmcming the proposed architectural modifications to the 
room. the pTedictcd D50 at 1 kH" has bee~ significantly 
increased to aroLID<i 6()·70% 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
Applications o f numerical 3cou!;tics melhods (primarily 
boundary clement and geometrical aconstics methods) arc 
illustrated by pmcticalexamples from an electric motor, noise 
barriers and archil<lctural acou,;tics. Results show that 
although there are some discrepancies between predicted and 
measured values, the gent;:Tal lrend is reasonahly well 
predicted. These predictive mcthods are particularly useful for 
assessing the impact of design ~hanges on acoUlincs 
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l'i!,'Ilre ~(a) Comparisons of EDT 

(3) reflective flat 
barrier with H-2 m 

(b) refl ectin flat 
barrier with noise 
rcduc~"f with H-l.5 m 
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figure 8(b) Comparisons of Definition. 
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